SHP 50 COMBINE

High-volume test plot harvester that enables one operator to harvest two, one-row soybean test plots at the same time!

- Interchangeable Heads
  - 60” Skip-row head
  - Adjustable 30-40” row header
  - Hydraulic shift 30” row header
- Deutz 74 h.p. air-cooled, turbo-charged diesel engine
- Hydrostatic traction ground drive
- Dual separation chambers keep two plots separated through the entire harvesting process
- Split Seed Spector technology with mini cyclones and weigh hoppers
- Automated data collection system with weight and moisture capabilities
  - Automated dual seed packager
  - Seed sample discard system with 10 bushel grain tank and unloading auger
  - Sample storage bin located below Automated Seed Packager
  - Pneumatic seed delivery system
  - Standard S.A.E. Parts
  - Numerous Standard and Custom Options Available